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Dear Shareholders,

Even in these uncertain times, our strategy is unchanged, because it is the right strategy. Taking care of our retail customers –  
by ensuring that they have uninterrupted service when and where they need it – and working to help local businesses and 
governments better serve their communities – through access to greater wireless capabilities – will always be our priorities.  
It’s who we are.

In that spirit, we are continuing to move forward to achieve long-term sustainability through driving sharp focus on our  
customers and on our network experience. 

In 2019, we executed on our customer-centric strategy by increasing smartphone subscribers and revenues. We launched  
our “Bringing Fairness to Wireless” branding campaign rooted in values and strengths that have been core to U.S. Cellular  
and our customers since the Company’s inception. We continued to enhance our network with the initiation of a multi-year 
modernization plan which will ready our network for 5G and the exciting opportunities this technology will bring. 

Our 2020 priorities build on this success and put even greater emphasis on elevating our brand and advancing our network.    

Elevate brand relevance and focus on customer engagement    We will work to drive subscriber growth and strengthen the 
current customer experience through continuing to provide outstanding value and simplicity in pricing and promotions. We will 
continue to raise brand relevance and positioning through our new branding platform “We’re Bringing Fairness to Wireless.”

We’re also utilizing data and analytics to create a more personalized experience for current customers by targeting them with 
relevant and timely offers. 

Grow revenue by expanding current and emerging revenue streams    We will focus on increasing average revenue per 
user as customers migrate to service plans with higher data allotments and increase their purchases of additional services like 
device protection. We will continue to seek to increase the penetration of smartphones in our base. 

Businesses and local municipalities across our footprint looking to utilize 5G and IoT technology present emerging revenue 
opportunities, and U.S. Cellular is committed to working with them to find tailored solutions to meet their unique needs. 

In addition, we expect to continue to benefit from expanding revenue streams from inbound roaming, tower rental revenues  
and fixed wireless access. 

Invest in the future by advancing our network    Network performance remains a key driver of customer satisfaction and  
a hallmark of U.S. Cellular’s strategic positioning. 

This year we will execute the commercial launch of 5G in Wisconsin and Iowa and work toward readying the network for 
additional markets. We also will substantially complete our VoLTE deployment.   

Maintain expense discipline   We will continue our multi-year initiative focused on managing costs. As data usage continues 
to increase significantly on our network, we will continue to execute initiatives to mitigate the impact of this increase on system 
operations expense. 

The simplicity of unlimited plans and transparency of pricing have reduced billing questions resulting in lower customer care 
costs. Additionally, online transactions enabled by enhancements to our website are expected to increase self-service and help 
to lower operating expenses. 

Build connections through our local presence and leverage associate engagement    At U.S. Cellular, we strive to build 
connections with our communities that extend beyond business as usual. Through annual campaigns like the “Future of Good” 
we use our unique local connections to identify and reward neighborhood heroes and support their efforts to build even better 
communities. Across our footprint, we’re also committed to enhancing the learning experience for children and communities  
by championing STEM educational programs. 

We are committed to investing in our associates. We know it is our frontline associates that deliver the outstanding customer 
experience, so we have numerous programs to ensure our exceptionally high levels of engagement remain and our culture 
continues to thrive.

Thank you   We thank our associates for their dedication to our customers and communities – they are U.S. Cellular’s 
foundation for success. We want to recognize their hard work and innovation in providing outstanding services, products and 
experiences to U.S. Cellular’s customers. Thank you to our shareholders and debt holders for your continuing support of our 
long-term plans and strategies. 

Sincerely,

Kenneth R. Meyers                      LeRoy T. Carlson, Jr. 

President and Chairman 

Chief Executive Officer
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Speed you need

Expansive  
coverage

Uninterrupted  
indoor/outdoor  
service

Won’t keep  
you waiting

U.S. Cellular® spent a lot of time listening to customers and studying 
the ways people actually use their cellular service. We created  
a 5G for individuals, businesses and governmental organizations  
to work and play better than ever before. U.S. Cellular 5G will be 
supported by a network built to deliver without limitations.

Investing in network-enhancing technology like 5G and Voice  
Over LTE will enhance the customer experience and increase our 
ability to capture emerging revenue opportunities.

U.S. Cellular® is advancing our network to  
meet the evolving needs of our customers.

We’re building U.S. Cellular 5G with a combination of connectivity, 

speed and capacity that lets businesses and governments do more, 

such as enabling smarter cities and improving patient care.

Investing  
in the Future
U.S. Cellular® is advancing our network to  
meet the evolving needs of our customers.

In 2020 we will launch our first commercial  
5G markets covering communities in:

IOWA 

WISCONSIN

Breaking Barriers
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